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1. Introduction

Denmark is presently experiencing a growth of the immigrant and refugee population, which has
meant that, in latter years, more and more non-Danish speakers have come into contact with the
Danish legal system. But, unfortunately, court interpreters in immigrant and refugee languages tend
to have only little training, or none at all. As a result the Danish legal system has started to focus
more on issues relating to court interpreting, and there has been a growing awareness of the need for
properly trained court interpreters and of the role of the interpreter in the courtroom. However, the
extra focus has not yet led to any structured action on the part of the legal system as regards
interpreter training and/or interpreting ethics. In fact, demands for more qualified interpreting have
usually come from either individual courtroom representatives, e.g. defence and prosecuting
attorneys, or from the court interpreters themselves.

Possibly the lack of structured action on the part of the legal system may be attributed to the
lack of research into court interpreting in Denmark, which means that only few established facts
about the extent of the problem are currently available. Court interpreting in Denmark has only been
investigated a few times (e.g. Schweda Nicholson & Martinsen 1995 and Madsen 1997), and none of
the investigations have included a study of the interpreting process. A current PhD project
undertaken by this author, which investigates the interpreting process by studying the language of
Danish court interpreters interpreting between Danish and English is thus the first of its kind in
Denmark.

This paper primarily discusses the current status of court interpreting in Denmark and begins
with a presentation of the statutory provisions for the assistance of court interpreters and the
authorisation process. This will be followed by a presentation of three fairly recent initiatives aimed
at improving the standards of police and court interpreting: 1) a proclamation1 of a general scheme
for the recruitment of interpreters and the administration of their services, published in 1994 2)
Instructions for Interpreters and a list of rules, two documents providing guidelines for interpreter
behaviour, also published in 1994, and 3) a community interpreter training programme (which
includes police and court interpreting), established in 1996. But none of the three, and only,
initiatives happened as a result of any effort on the part of the legal system. In fact, the proclamation
and the two documents were published by the National Commissioner of the Danish Police
(Rigspolitichefen), and the training programme was established by the two Danish business schools,
the Aarhus School of Business and the Copenhagen Business School.

The paper will conclude with a brief presentation of the PhD project2.

2. Statutory Provisions for the Assistance of Court Interpreters

The use of court interpreters is stipulated by Danish law. Section 149(1) of the Danish
Administration of Justice Act (Retsplejeloven) stipulates:



The language of the courts is Danish. The questioning of persons who do not master the Danish language
shall, as far as is possible, take place with the assistance of an authorised interpreter. In civil cases, an
interpreter need not be appointed, if none of the parties demands it, and if the court believes that it has
sufficient knowledge of the foreign language. The latter of these aforementioned exceptions shall also apply to
criminal cases with the exception of cases heard by the High Courts3

.

As evidenced, section 149(1) does not stipulate that the assistance of an interpreter is always
obligatory. In civil cases, for example, the assistance of an interpreter is not obligatory because under
Danish law proceedings in a civil case are controlled by the parties to that case. Generally, because
the parties are in charge of producing their own evidence, it will have to be their own decision
whether or not the production of a particular piece of evidence requires the assistance of an
interpreter. There may be situations, however, in which a court may request an interpreter, for
example if a witness is being interviewed in a foreign language and the court finds that it does not
have sufficient knowledge of the foreign language to be able to assess the evidence presented by the
witness.

Whenever the assistance of an interpreter is called for in a civil case s/he will be hired, and
remunerated, by the party producing the evidence.

In criminal cases, the assistance of an interpreter is always obligatory in the High Courts, but
not in the district courts. Under section 149(1)4 an interpreter need not be appointed if a district
court believes that it has sufficient knowledge of the foreign language. However, this requires a
court to establish that all judges, lay judges, and counsel in a particular case have sufficient
knowledge of the foreign language, and as such a fact is almost impossible to establish for certain,
especially when it comes to lay persons who only sit for a particular case5

, a court will usually request
an interpreter anyway, as a precaution. Besides, the courts and the police will generally wish to avoid
the risk of appeals being lodged on the grounds that a defendant (or a witness) did not receive proper
interpreter assistance6

.

The difficulty of establishing sufficient knowledge of the foreign language on the part of lay
persons may also explain why the assistance of an interpreter is obligatory in criminal cases in the
High Courts. First of all, criminal proceedings in the High Courts are trials by jury. Secondly, the
High Courts are courts of appeal for cases tried by the district courts, and appeal cases are always
heard by three judges and three lay judges7

.

Whenever the assistance of an interpreter is called for in a criminal case, s/he will be hired by
the prosecuting authority, and remunerated by that authority.

Section 149(1) does not stipulate the requirements for when a defendant or a witness may be
said to master the Danish language. It is up to the individual courts to establish this fact, and
generally they will do so with great caution (cf. note 5). It is the experience of this author that, as a
rule, no foreign national is considered to master the Danish language, unless s/he demonstrates
extreme fluency and has lived in Denmark for a great number of years. However, no matter how
fluent in Danish a foreign national may be, s/he will still  have the right to be assisted by an
interpreter.

3. The Authorisation Process

Section 149(1) stipulates that court interpreters should be authorised interpreters. According to a
consolidation act from 19888

, an interpreter may be awarded authorisation if s/he
(1) is a Danish national,



(2) is a resident in Denmark9,
(3) is twenty-five years of age or older,
(4) has not been declared legally incompetent or placed under guardianship, or is not having his or

her estate administered in bankruptcy, and
(5) has passed the appropriate examination.

However, due to the last of these requirements only some court interpreters can become authorised
interpreters. As a rule, only interpreters with a master’s degree in LSP (language for special
purposes) from either the Aarhus School of Business or the Copenhagen Business School will have
passed the appropriate examination and may be awarded authorisation. Besides, the two schools only
teach the six following languages: English, German, French, Spanish, Italian and Russian.
Interpreters in other languages, though receiving formal training and passing exams, cannot usually
become authorised interpreters. This fact may be explained by the different backgrounds of the two
groups of interpreters: (1) Authorised interpreters are Danish nationals who have studied a foreign
language and culture and acquired a master’s degree in that language and culture. (2) Interpreters in
other languages are either foreign nationals who are, as a minimum, high school graduates of their
own countries and who have acquired a sufficient knowledge of Danish language and culture to be
formally trained or pass exams; or, if no training and exams are available, foreign nationals who have
demonstrated sufficient knowledge of Danish to function as interpreters10

.

The legal system is aware of the fact that not all court interpreters are authorised interpreters,
hence the wording of section 149(1). The system must also be aware of the fact, that the six
languages taught by the business schools are not the ones for which the need is greatest in the Danish
courts. But the awareness has not led to any plans for remedying the problem, e.g. by changing the
requirements for authorisation, or by demanding formal training for non-authorised interpreters, or
by setting out standards of professional conduct and responsibilities for court interpreters. As stated
in the introduction, the only efforts aimed at ensuring qualified interpreting in the courts, as well as in
other institutions, are the three initiatives presented below:

4. The Proclamation of a General Scheme for the Recruitment of Interpreters and the
Administration of their Services

The proclamation (cf. note 1) which was published in January 1994 by the National Commissioner of
the Danish Police (Rigspolitichefen) was the first attempt at providing standards for police (and
court) interpreters in Denmark. The proclamation stipulates that all police interpreters have to be
approved by the office of the National Commissioner. The office also publishes an official list of
approved interpreters, which is continuously updated and sent to the Danish Ministry of Justice and
all institutions under the Ministry, which includes the police and the courts of law.

Interpreters who wish to appear on the official list must apply in writing in Danish and sign a
declaration promising, among other things, confidentiality and impartiality. Authorised interpreters
are automatically added to the list after filing their application, but non-authorised interpreters also
have to pass an oral test in interview format (presumably this will not be required of applicants who
have completed the 1996 community interpreter training programme).

The proclamation states that the scheme was endorsed by the Danish Ministry of Justice, and
that interpreters on the list are approved for working in all institutions under the Ministry.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that the proclamation was published by the police and specifically
stipulates that all police interpreters shall be approved11. This actually means that the National



Commissioner has no power of approval over interpreters working in other institutions under the
Ministry of Justice, including the courts, which are thus not obliged to consult the official list. Still, in
practice, the courts will hire only interpreters whose names appear on the list. Perhaps one reason for
this is the fact that interpreters on the official list are, after all, approved for interpreting in the courts
also. Another reason may be the fact that, as stated above, court interpreters assisting in criminal
cases will be hired by the prosecution. In the district courts this authority lies with the police (cf. note
4).

Court interpreters assisting in civil cases, however, will be hired by the parties, or their
representing lawyers, who more likely to consult an interpreting agency, rather than the official list.
But, generally, as a precaution (to be in line with section 149(1) and/or to ensure qualified
interpreting) an authorised interpreter will be hired if one is available in the language required.

There are no permanent positions for police and court interpreters in Denmark. In fact, the
proclamation stipulates that interpreters who appear on the official list may be employed on a
freelance basis only. It is tempting to speculate that the reason behind this stipulation is the belief that
interpreters in permanent positions will be unable to maintain e.g. impartiality. But perhaps the
stipulation may also be explained by the fact that there are simply not enough interpreting
assignments in any single police or judicial district to justify the permanent employment of a
particular interpreter.

As has been demonstrated above, the Danish courts prefer a passive role when it comes to
determining who besides authorised interpreters may be approved for interpreting in courts. Of
course, by implicitly accepting that the National Commissioner’s power of approval shall be
extended to court interpreters, the courts avoid, whether intentionally or not, the responsibility of
having to determine and/or lay down legal standards of approval. But their passive stance raises at
least one question: does the fact that only one participant in criminal proceedings in the district
courts, namely the prosecution, gets to determine which interpreter may assist a particular defendant
in a particular case amount to a violation of that defendant’s right to proper interpreting? If the
answer is yes, then a defendant’s right to proper interpreting is indeed being violated more times than
the legal system currently acknowledges.

However, the courts are not only passive when it comes to who may interpret in Danish
courts. As demonstrated below, they are equally passive when it comes to providing ethical
guidelines for court interpreters.

5. Instructions for Interpreters and the list of rules

The two documents, Instructions for Interpreters and the list of rules were published in November
1994, also by the National Commissioner of the Danish Police (Rigspolitichefen). The documents
present the only real ethical guidelines for Danish court interpreters and those hiring their services.
There is considerable overlap between the two documents, but the list of rules accompanies the
above proclamation and is intended for police personnel who work with interpreters, whereas
Instructions for Interpreters is addressed to interpreters on the official list, who receive a copy upon
being added to the list, and who are expected to follow the guidelines laid down there.

According to Sweda Nicholson & Martinsen (1995:264) the guidelines laid down in the two
documents are similar to those of many codes of ethics for police and court interpreting throughout
the world. The documents deal with the following four principles12:



(1) Accuracy and completeness: Interpretations must be rendered faithfully and in their entirety.
Information must not be changed or altered in any way (no additions or deletions). Emotion and
tone of the original must be maintained and conveyed in the target language. Offensive and/or
vulgar language must be preserved.

(2) Impartiality: The interpreter must function as a neutral and objective language intermediary,
remaining professionally detached from the principals in the case. All displays of emotion, bias
or personal opinion must be avoided, and an interpreter must never offer legal advice. It is the
interpreter’s responsibility neither to evaluate the value or truth of the testimony nor to make
judgements about guilt or innocence.

(3) Confidentiality: Interpreters must maintain professional secrecy, and must take care not to
divulge any information learned during the course of an assignment, nor to discuss a case in
progress.

(4) Conflict of Interest: The interpreter must not have any personal or professional ties with the
principals in a case. This means not interpreting for e.g. friends, relatives, an employer or any
individual or entity upon which the interpreter is dependent for financial support.

The first of these principles, the principle of Accuracy and Completeness, has particular bearing on
the PhD project, which will be presented later on in this paper.

Like the proclamation, Instructions for Interpreters and the list of rules apply to police
interpreters only, but the courts will assume that all interpreters on the official list are familiar with
the document and will abide by the principles laid down there. The courts also maintain that if the
interpreter assisting in a criminal case does not appear on the official list, s/he will be asked before
interpreting whether or not s/he is familiar with the guidelines for interpreter behaviour, and if not,
s/he will be informed of the guidelines laid down in Instructions for Interpreters (cf. Madsen 1997).
Interpreters assisting in civil cases will usually not be asked unless there is some dispute between the
parties as to his or her qualifications.

There are some legislative provisions which apply to Danish court interpreters, but not
enough to be of any real assistance. The Danish Penal Code and a Danish administrative act have
provisions on confidentiality and conflict of interest which also apply to police and court interpreters,
and interpreters who want to be added to the official list receive copies of these provisions together
with the declaration that they have to sign (cf. 4. above). But apart from the provisions of
confidentiality and conflict of interest, the only other kind of legislative provision is stipulated in
section 6 of the above-mentioned consolidation act from 1988 (cf. note 8):

Authorised translators and interpreters shall perform the task assigned to them with care and accuracy, and as
rapidly as the nature of the task permits.

Unfortunately, rather than stipulate the standards of one particular profession, section 6 in fact
stipulates the more or less implicit standards of any kind of profession. Thus, authorised translators
and interpreters may easily be substituted for e.g. carpenter, accountant or even brain surgeon, and
still be valid.

Once more, the courts have preferred the passive stance. However, by leaving it up to the
police to set ethical standards for court interpreters, the courts implicitly accepts that, in criminal
proceedings in the district courts, the prosecution not only gets to determine who may interpret for a
particular defendant, but it also gets to determine how the interpreter may perform his or her task.
Again this raises the question whether a defendant’s right to proper interpreting is being violated,



and whether this right is indeed being violated more times than the legal system currently
acknowledges.

The fact that the courts leave it up to the police to provide ethical standards for court
interpreters also has the implication that some interpreters receive no guidelines whatsoever, namely
those appearing exclusively in civil cases. Still, it is to be presumed that they will constitute a very
small number, as most interpreters appear in both criminal and civil cases, and as criminal cases make
up the bulk of cases for which interpreters are needed.

6. The Community Interpreter Training Programme

1996 saw the start of a new community interpreter training programme aimed at raising the
standards of interpreting in all situations in which immigrant and refugees encounter Danish
authorities and institutions. The programme was established by the Aarhus School of Business and
the Copenhagen Business School in response to the increasing demand for qualified interpreting for
immigrants and refugees in all parts of Danish society. The demand came especially from service
providers and interpreters in the social and health sectors. The latter group both wanted to improve
their existing qualifications, and to get some kind of certification (Hamerik & Martinsen 1998).

Since the 1970s there have been several attempts at training community interpreters in
immigrant and refugee languages for the social and health sectors, but the 1996 programme is the
first full programme leading to certification. The programme does not include language studies, i.e.
upon admittance to the programme the students are expected to master both the foreign language
and Danish at high school level (the level needed for admittance to most language studies at Danish
universities). The programme does however include translation, as most Danish authorities expect,
and need, interpreters to be able to do translations also, for example of documents relevant for the
particular situation, e.g. medical reports, diplomas or birth certificates.

The first year the programme focuses on social and medical interpreting, and the students are
taught basic interpreting skills and ethics. The second year the students specialise in one of three
fields: (1) police and court interpreting, (2) extended medical and psychiatric interpreting, or (3)
business interpreting, and they study in more details the interpreting skills and ethics for their
particular field. Upon successful completion of the programme the students will get certification, but
they do not become authorised interpreters (cf. 3. above). The students may also chose to leave the
programme after the first year, in which case they will not get certification, but they will be qualified
for social and medical interpreting.

Unfortunately, the training programme has had a slow start, mostly due to the requirements
for admission. The applicants for the programme have to pass both a written and an oral test, and
they have to pass the written test in order to be admitted to the oral one. The rule was established
because previous attempts at training community interpreters had proven this requirement to be the
biggest obstacle - which it was. Unfortunately, many applicants did not know Danish well enough to
be able to translate to and from Danish into their mother tongue, and many applicants were not able
to write very well in their own language either.

Finance has been another obstacle. Budget considerations have forced the two business
schools to require a minimum of 12 students in each language class. As a result of this only the
Copenhagen Business School has been able to start classes, and then only in Arabic, Polish and
Serbo-Croatian. The people behind the programme are therefore contemplating several possibilities
at the moment with a view to extending the number and variety of classes, one of which is a



computer-based teaching programme which would enable students to attend classes without being
physically present.

The training programme is the latest initiative aimed at raising the standards of interpreting,
and it is naturally expected to have a positive effect on the standards of court interpreting. How
much is hard to say, though, as this depends on the future success of the programme.

However, like the other two initiatives, this one was not due to any effort on the part of the
legal system either.

7. The PhD Project

7.1 The Hypotheses

The PhD project is based on the following two hypotheses:

1. In specific situations, Danish court interpreters will add information to the source texts (the
originals), with the result that the target texts (the renditions) will contain information which was
not originally present in the source texts.

2. Danish court interpreters believe that the presence of these additions in the target texts
(renditions), in the specific situations, is fully in line with the ethics of their profession.

In other words, there are situations in which court interpreters will not hesitate to alter renditions by
including additions, though Instructions for Interpreters specifically tell them not to (cf. the principle
of Accuracy and Completeness), and the interpreters do not believe that the presence of additions in
these situations make them disloyal either to the message in the originals or to the parties of the
dialogues.

The hypotheses were initially based partly on my own experiences as a practising court
interpreter and partly on discussions with colleagues in the field. But they have been supported by
research into police and court interpreting undertaken by interpreting scholars in other countries,
because, although these scholars did not set out to investigate additions, they all demonstrated their
presence and various motives for including them (cf. e.g. Morris 1989, Berk-Seligson 1990, Jansen
1992, Wadensjö 1992).

Examples of the additions demonstrated by these scholars are culture-bound references,
added by court interpreters who regarded themselves as intercultural mediators as well as an
interlingual mediators (Morris 1989: 35-36), and polite forms of address, apparently added
whenever an interpreter’s need for politeness became dominant (Berk-Seligson 1992:122-142).

As there is no reason to believe that the phenomenon is restricted to courts outside Denmark
the research undertaken by these scholars is regarded as providing evidence of the plausibility of the
hypotheses

7.2 The Objectives

The hypotheses will be tested by studying the language of Danish court interpreters interpreting
between English and Danish. By comparing the interpreters’ renditions with their originals, it is
hoped that the following objectives may be reached:



1. A documentation of the presence of additions in interpreter renditions.
2. A description of the elements that constitute additions in interpreter renditions.
3. An explanation for the presence of additions in interpreter renditions.

To reach the first objective, a documentation of the presence of additions, the first problem to be
encountered is the necessity of defining additions, i.e. the setting up of criteria for which element, or
elements, in an interpreter’s rendition shall constitute an addition. The solution to this problem has
still not been found. However, once it has been accomplished, the next step will be to describe the
elements that constitute additions. Finally, to reach the third objective, an explanation of the presence
of additions, originals will be analysed for the purpose of identifying specific elements in the
originals, including situational and/or contextual factors, which may explain the presence of additions
in the interpreters’ renditions.

7.3 Methodology

7.3.1 The Setting
The setting will be Danish district courts, which are courts of first instance for the majority of both
criminal and civil cases.

For the purpose of this study, only interpreting in criminal cases will be investigated. The
reasons for this are (1) that interpreter assistance is mainly required, and used, in criminal cases, and
(2) that interpreters assisting in criminal cases, and interpreting between Danish and English, are as a
rule authorised interpreters whose names appear on the official list (cf. above).

Records in the district courts (as in all other courts in Denmark) are in Danish only, as if
proceedings were always monolingual, and they are not verbatim. Of course, one consequence of this
is the impossibility of proving interpreter errors or inaccuracies, e.g. in appellate cases.

7.3.2 The participants
In criminal cases heard in the district courts the participants are the judge (sometimes assisted by two
lay judges12

), the prosecutor, the defence counsel, the defendant, the witnesses and the interpreter.
There are no trials by jury. Each participant has a specific role which is laid down in the Danish
Administration of Justice Act (Retsplejeloven).

The defendant is asked questions; but s/he is under no obligation to make a statement or tell
the truth. The witnesses, on the other hand, are always obliged to tell the truth, and will be reminded
of this obligation by the judge before the interrogation begins.

The interpreter is present in the courtroom to ensure that the other participants may
communicate as if the proceedings were monolingual. The goal is to ensure the success of the
communication, i.e. that all details as well as the message of a particular dialogue is understood by all
participants. Though present in the courtroom, the interpreter is not a part in the proceedings.

7.3.3 Data
It is my hope that the data used will be authentic data in the form of tape recordings of interpreter
renditions in either of the two courts mentioned above. This would make my study the first Danish
research project ever to include authentic tape recordings or video recordings of proceedings in
Danish courts. Most likely because, as a rule, neither tape nor video recording may be allowed in any



Danish court. However, my own application, which had to be made to the individual courts and to
the Director of Public Prosecutions, was helped along by two facts: (1) that in these years the legal
system is slowly opening up to the possibility of reporters tape recording proceedings in open court,
and (2) the aforesaid focus on issues relating to court interpreting, which has made the system
interested in lending its support to research projects in court interpreting.

But, despite the willingness of the individual courts, the legal system has finally managed to
impose so many restrictions that it is hard to find cases suitable for my purpose. Interestingly, most
restrictions have been imposed by the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (Rigsadvokaten),
whereas the courts themselves have taken a much more lenient view.

The next step, after having obtained permission from the courts and local prosecuting
authorities (through the Director of Public Prosecutions), to get the co-operation of court
interpreters, has also been accomplished. Ten court interpreters have now agreed to co-operate, and
since there are no more than 25 court interpreters who interpret between English and Danish, ten
must be regarded a fair representative sample. However, one thing is getting their co-operation,
another is getting them into court: in Denmark, a relatively small number of court interpreters
interpret a lot, and the large number of interpreters only interpret in court every other month or so.
This, together with the imposed restrictions, makes recording authentic interpretations a very
difficult task indeed.

Naturally, getting permission from the courts and the police, and the co-operation of the
interpreters, despite considered the biggest hurdle to overcome, only gets me part of the way, as
before recording any proceedings I have to get permission also from the other participants, i.e. the
defence counsel, the defendant and the witnesses.

8. Concluding Remarks

This paper has mainly aimed at demonstrating the passiveness of the Danish legal system when it
comes to providing standards of professional conduct and responsibilities for court interpreters, but
it has also aimed at demonstrating the relevance of the PhD project.

As regards the passiveness of the legal system, the point which emerges from the facts
presented here is that the legal system, on the one hand, lays down provisions for the assistance of
court interpreters and appoints them even when this may not be strictly necessary, but, on the other
hand, avoids the responsibility of laying down specific provisions for who besides authorised
interpreters may interpret in court, and for how court interpreters shall perform their task.

As regards the PhD project, it is hoped that the final results of the study will contribute with
useful knowledge of the interpreting process in Danish courtrooms, and that this knowledge will
serve to benefit the legal system as well as the court interpreters and those who train them.

Notes

1. Proclamation (Kundgørelse) I, No. 11, 12 January 1994.

Note: In this paper all translations into English of material originally in Danish are provided by the author,
unless otherwise stated.

2. The PhD project was discussed in more details in papers presented at the CIATI conference in São Paulo, Brazil,
11-14 May 1998 (Court Interpreting in Denmark. The Role of Court Interpreters in Danish Courtrooms) and at



Critical Link 2: Interpreters in the Community, 19-23 May 1998 (Additions in Court Interpreting. A PhD Project
Investigating the Language of Court Interpreters in Danish Courtrooms).

3. The ordinary courts of law in Denmark are: the Supreme Court, the two High Courts, the Western Division and
the Eastern Division, and approximately 84 district courts.

4. The author is grateful to Villy Sørensen, Deputy Chief Constable (Vicepolitimester), the Aarhus Police, for his
assistance in the interpretation of section 149(1). In Denmark, the chief constables, or their representatives, act as
prosecuting authority before the district courts, and thus Villy Sørensen represents the prosecuting authority in
the judicial district of Aarhus.

5. Section 78 of the Danish Administration of Justice Act (Retsplejeloven) stipulates that each lay judge and juror
may sit no more than four times a year. There are no trials by jury in district courts.

6. Danish appellate procedure generally allows appeal against judgement to the court immediately above, and the
High Courts have been known to quash convictions following appeals lodged on grounds relating to court
interpreting. For example in 1996, a successful appeal was lodged to the High Court, Western Division, on the
grounds that telephone interpreting had been used in the district court. The High Court held that telephone
interpreting did not constitute proper interpreting as the interpreter had been unable to interpret “gesture, body
language and facial expressions, thus increasing the risk of errors and misunderstandings” (Judgement of the
High Court, Western Division, 5 September 1996). In 1997, another successful appeal was lodged to the same
court on the grounds that the district court had failed to appoint an interpreter. The High Court held that the
failure to appoint an interpreter amounted to a violation of the defendant’s right to a proper trial (Judgement of
the High Court, Western Division, 26 August 1997).

7. Section 6(2) of the Danish Administration of Justice Act (Retsplejeloven).

8. Consolidation Act (Lovbekendtgørelse), No. 181, 25 March 1988, as amended by Act (Lov) No. 936, 27
December 1991.

9. Following Regulation (Bekendtgørelse) No. 810, 12 September 1994, requirements (1) and (2) no longer apply to
EU citizens and citizens of  EEA nations.

10. This paragraph demonstrates the rule, but there are exceptions. Some interpreters in other languages have in fact
managed to become authorised interpreters. Generally, these interpreters are either Danish nationals with a
master’s degree in a foreign language which may not be studied at either of the two institutions mentioned above,
or they are Danish nationals of foreign extraction with university degrees in their own languages who have
demonstrated a profound knowledge of the Danish language, and of the Danish society and its institutions.

11. Again no rule without exceptions. In fact, if no interpreter is listed for a particular language, or if an interpreter
on the list is unavailable for a particular assignment, police personnel may hire interpreters who do not appear on
the official list.  Presumably, this happens most frequently for less used languages.

12. The translation of these principles first appeared in Schweda Nicholson & Martin 1995:264.

13. Sections 18(2) and 686(2, 3 and 4) of the Danish Administration of Justice Act (Retsplejeloven).

14. Section 96(2) of the Danish Administration of Justice Act (Retsplejeloven).
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